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Outsiders ^2 An improwpto extravaganza done with malice aforthpught and rue
— by Wr,al Webster B(parting his name on the other aide to cover the

scars), No. ’70 oimmery Axe, Blanchard, North Dakota. IMs is the pot-luck, 
buyer beware, absolutely no cash refunds issue, made possible only be a consci- 
oncious avoidance of all knowledge and. experience gained in doing 35 previous 
zines. Issued with a smile and a snarl and a whistle in the" dark for the 34th 
mailing of the Spectator Amateur Press society. The date little more than breath
holding time from December, 1955*

Wonder what' this mailing will be. After the last no one seems to want to mate 
any predictions, and, though more'than a few seemed to be making plans, for large 
issues, those plans have- seemed to fold fast as anything...faster than mine even. 
FAPA is getting up a real head of steam amd being extremely worth while and in
sisting they had it all the time. SAPS? well I hope it just took a one mailing 
slump, but aawggone it all the few I write to write so seldom and are so lanquid 
about SAPS when they do writ*, they drain away my meager supply of enthusiasm and 
Ambition, What happened to*the days when SAPS kept-each other interested in their 
letters and outside writing! Is it still here, or totally gone and if anyone has 
any spare enthusiasm to spread around, pass some this way. I still like SAPS to 
a ludicuroua degree, but it sabatoges-me to get the feeling I’m. working on a mail
ing all by myself. I’m not joking, Irtd like to hear from a few of you SAPS mem
bers and find out how you are getting along on SAPSzines. I need some mental 
prodding and a little friendly competition as I write.

Got a letter and Tape from my brother recently that loads me to think that 
SAPS type fen anyway, have more stamina in their hobbies than”normal”people(using 
the word normal in its most in quote marks sense) Bill is back in guns and gun 
repair and making after a two years lay off during which he aquired hi fi and .. 
record collecting as a hobby. He’d just heard from an old friend who’d once been 
a gun bug to a rather unusual degree...owned a collection worth quite a few thou
sand at one time, belonged to pistol clubs etc. This fellow lost interest in guns 
and took up nude photography...rather he took up naked photography for his nudes 
were just unartistic(and frumpy usuallyinakeds. Now it seems he s taken up 
leather craft, which is natural for to be blunt the cowhide is nicer than the bare 
hides he took pictures of# not exactly, but with the models he had, I
Can’t blame him for losing interest in taking pictures of nudes. But I slid from 
the poiht. I mean here is a fellow with three distinct hobbies in about six years. 
Bill is back in his old hobby but only after a distinct pause of a couple years. 
In town various hobbiests have hopped all arouhd ip hobbies, perhaps staying in the 
same general area but still switching interests., hile in fandom, most in SAPS 
anyway have kept fandom and publishing for a great'’many years as there main hobby. 
Wonder, it fandom just too interesting to the died in the wool fan, or are they 
just slew about dropping to start another hobby? Could it be wo got more stamina 
than the,other hobbiests.or what...or just less initiative. Dbn’t ask me for ans- 
weres, I m asking you.

A SAPS election comming up, but from what I’ve heard we’ve been shedding cand* 
idat«0 rapidly as the actual time comes near. ’sOK, I’ve got my eye on the person 
who I feel might males the best OE and he seems very interested in it yet(lE» he 
hasn't written saying-he wasn’t interested, or that he was thinking of dropping 
out of SAPS)so chances are.he’H win. Only one thing, I,hope ho isn’t the only 

• person running for the job. It seemed very nice being able to vote for an OS 
last time and it would be nice to do it again. Seems so democratic that way, 
though a nice strong dictator would be just the thing for SAPS...a benevolent 
dictator I mean.

Incedently the Phallic Ifabol is passe, now the Kteis is the thing.



Department Of Backscratching

Somehow the sudden drop in the number of pages in this mailing came as a wel
come relief* If the 500 page SAPS mailing followed by a 600 page FAPA mailing had 
been followed by another 4-500 page SAPSmailing, I’d have felt like finding a 
nice large trunk, crawling in it and shutting the lid until ISd been thrown out 
of one or both organizations. This almost feels like a vacation. What was in 
the mailing seemed very good, after the first shock wore off, but it was a relief 
not to be overwhelmed again. Think we’ll make a considerable comeback this 
mailing, but in the meantime we got chance to get our breath again. Find myself 
wondering about FAPA...will its mailing take a slump this time or what? Honest. 
I think I’d do more for each organization if the mailings were smaller. *s  it is 
I feel lost before I get started.

• ' - 1 • t ‘ ... ‘ t t ’ • ■ . • ■ ■ ' v

^aecw«np #60 Art,- you better leave the prediction racket for now you’ve com
pletely ruined your future tn the dodge. You failed t6 take in 

account something you’ve stated yourself.••the unpredicatableness of women. SAPS 
goes as the OE goes and the,OE is, without doubt, a woman. As long as we are 
represented by a woman, don t expect to be able to logically predict anything 
about the sizn of SAPS mailings. You weren't too bad though, only 200 pages off.

Spectator #33 Sorry to see some of those people drop, but at least they waited 
till after I published performance figures showing that inspite 

of the tough SAPS rules, the turn oyer was faster in FAPA. Is seventh fandom 
invading us in mass. Larry, when you going to stop living in Roads and Drives and 
move to a street or Avenue? .

Karen, aside from the people who send a short supply of zines, do you ever 
g^t annoyed at the single sheeters because it is so easy to put more than one in 
one bundle? Every mailing I»d have to make a search through the bundles, looking 
for double^ ouble.

Pistol Point' Keep this up. long enough and the Ifasked larval Will be able “to do 
complete Pistol Points by swiping from prist issues of Pistol Point.

Grin Veil one thing, you gave me a .new saying. Now when I wish to differ with 
someone I exclaim, ’’Just one fragrant minute!’’ Pleased to meet you boys, 

and I hope you*!!  be around a long time. t
. ■ ; < 1 ■ , t .
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Keebird #5 Guess Irtll start trying to change the world since 18m a fuzzy minded 
bookish slob who will only take care of uncommon drunks, Aid Rich,'

Fresh air doesn t help too much, it only tastes better,

Paradiddle Quarterly Old age has hit me Sam, When Cosle| stopped by here he had 
■ the. new MAD, and I read it and wasn t particularly impressed.

$ut then I wasn’t particularly impressed with the new Play Boy eithey. The old 
Mad was a better zine in everyway. Got the last POGO book and didn’t even more 
than enjoy it. 99 .plus 9/9 equels 100, Sorry if this is so short, but the mail 
man went right past out box without stopping. Bad enough he didn’t leave us any 
mail, but he didn’t pick.up the letters I had in the boi. Comes the revolution!



Being that wrong ia in itself an accomplishment# I must blush Art, for some time 
ago, with Child like trust in your powress at predicting, I informed Lee Jacobs 
that a SAPS PILLER POLL was uneccessary, since you .could use mathematics to show 
the results anyway, and so the bother and expense of the actual poll was not need
ed# I was shocked at hfr. Jacobs’ mild Statement disavowing your ability to de 
such, but it seems he was entirely correct# You sir, are a charlfetan hoist on 
your own petard(No, that isn’t dirty.)

Art, I remeber the Darkness triology very well and it was(and still is)partly 
responsible that while I*ve  denuded ray shelves ef the ASF, GALAXY, UNKNOWN etc#, 
I still have a complete set of Astonishing# That state*  was unusual and differ
ent then and still is# Odd so few people comment on it when speaking of STF# 
Reminds me somewhat of the in£roduction(er everture)to the first Valdis Fischer 
book about cafemen# Read that sometime if you can locate the book#

• ■ p- ’ r .
Ot Inner Significanse I took that defination of "BGOBOO" from the Rapp-written 

, ZANSPE/K, and it saidt"EGOBOO: A boost of the E^o, usually
derived from seeing ones name in print," There is something in your remarks on 
what constitutes ego-boo, but I wonder...if I devoted a whole cover using the 
name "Ger Steward"(I don't intend to)over and over again, wouldn't the faet that 
I thought it worth while be some boosto to your ego# The flattering part of 
flattery is that someone thought you worth flattering# remeber that# In faet all

Hey hey you gbt‘ it wrong, it was the South Dakota ghouls that stold our bones 
from North Dakbta# Can’t blame them, they did have to de something to get people 
to come to their state#. In fact Ilia very suspicious about the fact that Wild 
Bill Hiekok was killed in their state in 1876# Since his grave and the monument 
on it is new a tourist stepping point, I suspect they had him killed as a promot
ional stunt# -they even have a reinactment ef it several times a year during the 
tourist seddon# You just seo, if they ever get wise to the Fan conventions and 
how fans flock to them, Uney and Degler will -be lured there, Degler would strangle 
Laney'and they’d put un a monument and send road naps to the stf fans# ‘

Rotslr has a breaet fetish? Come now Art, who hasn’t? Haven’t heard that 
•• 4aaobr is starting a subsaine, but *rt,  in addition to an electric powered 

AB Dick nimee ho owns a Magnecord tape recorder, Garrard record changer and now 
is planning to get an MIA# All this and he has a breast fetish besidesj

Net-poetry up to your best# Philosophy too,

Nangee, wonder if I^ve heard of the same house# Sounded vaguely familiar from 
the time I lived in Illinois# In fact a neighboring house in Ottsvllle(Last place 
I lived fn my Illinois incarnation)vas a national phenonena back in 1918 or 1919# 
I remeber the story only vaguely but I saw the newspaper clippings and photos so 
I know it is true# Ona of the family, forget his first name but the family name 
was Michael, served over-seas# One morning when they got up they noticed the 
kitchen window glass contained a picture of a steamship#,camaflouge all. 
Was right in the glass# Lasted for five days during which time a steady stream 
of people examined and photographed it. Wasn’t just a suggestion of a steamship 
either, but detailed and unless that was just rationalisation a perfect reprodnat
ion of the ship that the soldier was comming home on# No one was at all able to 
explain how the picture was formed for it was in the glass, and then disappeared 
after five days/ Around hero we had a number of '’haunted houses" most of which 
were just old empty houses# We used to jrmve a lot of fun going through them. 
One was later occupied by some people I knew, and inspite of then living there for 
two years, ne one in the family would ever be in the house alone. Personally I 
didn't blame them, Nice article Nan#



the derogatory remarks yoy. make about Fred are in some ways ego-boo for the fact 
you devote so much space to them shows you consider him a worthy opponent* If 
you don’t, it is purely an attempt at bullying,,.see? So having said that, I 
must admit seeing your name in print i^&ways 3G0 Boo, but how often does one fan 
say something totally derogatory about another? .

Err after your mailing comments you said "I imagine I have irritated enough •_ 
people and stepped on enough toes,” Hell man you shouldn’t have given it away 
like that,..if that is what you are trying to do, most SAPS are perverse enough b 
be amused rather tan irritated, especially whan you admit it, The best fannish 
curmudgeons'come by it naturally and don’t try to develops or ration the trait* 
Nice trjr though, ‘ . %

Quastle Too bad they don’t have, the old pulp zines selling as poyerless re
mainders these days, ’'ell they still do in one place,Scattered issues 

o£ zines and as you know, those'are the stf zines. I read now. By the .way-.^os, 
I ve recovered some since you’were here, and in ray spare time rere^' some THS and,- 
SS plys a few serials in the Glazy I have and a few lesser mags, r Find;that while 
I don t like current stf very'much, I do like'things .I ve liked previously, “on- 
der if this has some deeper meaning. That can be your puzzle,.,I^nustill not re
covered to the point where I-can figure out any one e'lses puzzles* By the-way, •• 
some,..no guess not, I meant to say seme of the Argosy I have fronj.1938 are the 
same coverles.s issues I picked up «b-.ck then, 'Which reminds me of a joke„.cosle> 
still has .the first prq^tfzine he ever boughtj

Somehow I feel I should remebar that story you -Mention, but can’t,*' Mighty 
forgetful. Liked the Speer-history, but would prefer you adding to the SAPS 
histories. Liked this issue boslet,,.hope you continue to stay this active, 
I8m sorry I was so anti-one shots when you were here, but as I^ve explained, I 
qtill can’t stand ny irj.oo, Ugly beast is is(meanihg in character)

■ ■ . .' • ■ ’ • ’ * ■ ■ • , • - ■ . • . -
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Claudius #5 I agtcGwith you ulaude...George must be nuts to buy a qSr to race 
midgets, .-He ought to be able to beat a midget,on foot and that is 

much cheaper than a car, Dunno, think it would be fun owning a midget rqcer - 
though and if a fellow has the chance and the money and wants ‘to, why not,' I d 
like to have one for getting the nail, _

V Excellent idea of what to de with beer, Pour into a hole in the ground, ^sk, 
you were cantankerous at times in your comments too, Is this a trend after 
years of sweetness and light in SAPS? Hope you have more comments next time 
I*. Hall. ' . ' ’ . .

- 5 A

Vote for Devore(this does not constitute a political advertisement) The bit in 
parenthesis was adtied because I’ve seen through your |rickery 

ir. ^evore and I must admit such unscrupulousvtricks impress me favorably. I 
wonder how many will realize that every SAPS who comments thourally will give 
the Devore canditacy free advertising by starting out one comment, ’’Vote for De- 
Vore|" Sounds like this will be a hotly: contested race and I wish there was some 
way to know who is running for the post and who is running for the exersize. May
be we should require sincerity oaths, I think old Big SOuled Howard is sincere,

• ■ ■ - .. v ' . : . . .
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OUTSIDERS #21 Somehow this cover has proven slightly/controversial, I liked ’
“ it very much, and think it cute, so topical and;stuff you know,



Another nice misserable day, 'fit only for doing a stencil or two of nailing 
comments* Mailman stopped today for a change*..put a note in the box telling me 
to relocate it* If he doesn’t do better in the future Ijm going to start taking 
my mail from someone else* • , • ; . ' .
r ■ ' . . ' ' ' ' ' \ \ ; .

Sap Roler ^See.JAck, no "s" added this time* Nice job of mimeoing, gets better ■
1 ....... all the time. This typer lists to port very badly pnd is getting

wosrse all'the time* Usually I pull it together-after every paragraph and T^m 
sure it wohld 'be'off several lines in the full length of the page* .’Lately I m ’ ' 
two carbons under the stencil, but luckily this is the last of those stencils,dthat 
so horrified Nancy ^hare* / That old joke went, Boy says to Girlf"! dreamed 
about you last night.” "You did?” "N6, you wouldn’t let ne." , ■

That "Rushing a little to get the reviews stenciled before the FAPAackage 
arrives", fits mp too. This time for a change I want to get OUT done or nearly 
dene before the FAPA mailing arrives* Deadline ia still some time away, but we 
have eager beaver type FAPA OS who has everything all figured out...how to get 
a mailing out with ease and dispatch and 3 other people doing all the work*

■ ' * ■ ! V » •
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Bponc ,ff Nice, nice, very Mice. This might date me a bit Eva, but we used those
old Kerosene lamps for sometime after moving out here, and in other 

places as well. Dad seemed.to hate being ceuped up in a city so usually we moved 
to a small village or country home. After moving out here in 1943 we got a cole
man latenn and lamp which seemed wonderful, even -though I got tired of pumping the 
blasted thing* Got the hi-line through here in।the winter of 1947 and it made 
a wonderful difference in our lives* Perhaps I’d be blind if we were'still using 
the old lamps* Tsk, nice light subj ect to stari out on your mag with* Oope, did 
you say something about sentence construction? ’

Heck gal women do have nearly all the advantage,1., in any'relations with men 
at least, and also in many legal matters. The world is geared to give the male 
t^e most fun? Come now, do you really beleive that. I don t but then of course 
I m bitter and cynical* Um maybe I didn't so much mean "Women have such an ad
vantage” as that they take advantage of the poor male* A male Can’t even take ad
vantage of a female unless she thir^ it is to her advantage. Like Al foth said 
"I deplore the war between the sexes, but the truces are nice** ■ ' . *

That line"lMchine-gunning horses" is an' old fannish gag, or maybe a new fann- 
ish gag, but nevet-the-less, I wish you’d jump on Eney harder for using it. Just 
learned I’m being rebutted by'the wife of a FAPA member(Me toojHarness) because 
of some remarks I®d made about bulls*' Honest what I said wasn t half as bad as 
the Eney desire to machine gun horses. He's a bad fellow, so donlt lg«t ge&awep 
with it.

Fooey, this just isn’t my day to write mailing comments Eva, Liked your sine 
very much, was like your letters, only a bit shorter(OK snort your way out of that 
one)and more frequent(Keep snorting) tfhen reading BRCNC I kept seeing things I 
most definately felt I must.touch, and now when rereading don’t run across them. 
Odd," soon as I got up this morning I knew I couldn t do comments today and by 
thinking that hard all morning I totally convinced.myself. ’ '

• ■ . ’ / ’ “ • < . ; * -? ’ ■ * * lx’-' - ■

Let’s see, how many lines te the bottom...that few? $orry for this would have 
been a nice place ,in which to stick a pargnaph of Nangee thrying-to write like 
Al Toth. Trying I meant* Tsk Sva I guess you just overwhelmed me this tipe. 
Liked the cover, although if that landscpae is supposed to be Wyoming, it isn’t 
rugged enough, -



SJjORT PAUSE KE EDITOR ORIENTATION '
Well I finally hurdled that psychic block. After finishing the last stencil, 

I decided it wasn t worth mimeoing and figured the next stencil I started would 
start in the same place as I^d started before* So then we got busy and when we 
weren’t busy I still couldn’t do anything, for I just could get nysif to destroy 
a stencil and start over. No not because Igm so stingey with stencils(l don’t 
think that was the reason)but I hate to go over already covered ground* So after 
several days or a week or more I reread that page, and while it doesn’t do justice 
to Eva or Jack, well kiddies you are stuck with it* Ball ard rolls forth, relent
lessly* Lee, you ere nedt* '

Later that is* lb's is now a Sears Tower Stencil, using two carbon sheets, 
and it too lists to port* You know, maybe my typing table isn’t setting level* 
Still a month bpfore the SAPS mailing and I still might get most of this done be
fore the fapa mailing arrives, that is if I don’t keep getting' interruptions! Or 
more likely, if I don’t keep finding interuptions*

' * • t ■

Yesterday was a good lazy day when I could have spent hours writing(and maybe 
gotten two pages done)Instead I read a little science fiction(Honest Coslet, I did 
read some Science fiction)and then in the afternoon laid down and listened to a 
complete tape of the Gilbert and Sullivan , THE SORCERER* After that, still in a.. 
G£S mood I listened to the overtures to the MIKADO and RUDDIGORE* J RUDDIGORE i8 
my favorite opus* Then just before chore time! was watching OMIBUS and they men
tioned the Doyle Carts’ Light Opera Company would perform a short version of 
PIRATES OF PENSANSE later on the program, se I brought down the taper and caught 
theft*..nicely tec* That evening I listened to it again for the simple reason 
that my tapes are better than the original sound on TV and found I got a nice 
40 minute version* Checked with the libretto I find it gets a surprising amount 
of the opera in 40 minutes* . .. ,'

So a Sunday is wasted* This morning chores took longer than usual, and Dad 
picked up the mail, which contained a FATE tape. Need I say more? You mean I got 
to since you don’t know what a FATE tape is? Well FATE stands for Fantasy ftnateur 
Tape Exchange and consists of a round Robin type tape going from(in orderJBill 
Danner to Dean Grennell, Ballard, Lee JacobS, Bill Rotsler and Lee Hofftnan. I 
listened to' this once, went out and did some minor chores, came in and listened c 
to it again, went out had a verbal battle with a fellow who was sore because he 
did a poor job of building our driveway when they built the road, won the arguewrt 
and then helped him(being the gracious type)fix it up*

Which gets me away’ from that tapes This FATE is one of the more enjoyable as
pects in fandom, and it seems the Tape type fans anyway, get along about as well 
on tape as they do in their fanzines, although at times they seem to be different 
on TAPE* I was shocked for example to find Lee Hoffman does not have a southern 
accent* Bit 1^11 perhaps say more about FAT* after I’ve answered it* Sure pleased 
I was included in it* Heady company*

. Be a good place for that quote paragraph from Nangee’s letter*

"So most of fandom has problems eh? Shurrre they do* What bit of humanity 
doesn’t have? Yep, fandom is an escape but most anything anybody does outisde 
their regular life is an escape* Tsk* People all the time trying to escape! . 
Mist be something wrong with the set-up but just what I wouldn’t know* No doubt 
the trouble is in the people themselves* Seems to me they, everybody, just escape 
from one escape into another escape and- it’s one vicious circle* Should oughta be 
something constructive done about it* What? Fhoof* Your guess is as good as 
mine* No I don’t think your defination of a fan is a good one for "a person with 
problems would apply to everyone in existence with perhaps the exception of God,



and if you ask M which you didn’t, God hag the worse problems of all,* people!* 
t J > ~ . ? ■ ’ \ f I ■ ■ ■ ■■ ,

Guess she told me alright alright* So now,bloodyand bowed I return to the 
mailing comments* • . ... ■. -J ■ * ' . • . *'

A' ■ /> • • • • • • • . • ■ . , " ■ . . ■
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TT? #5 This cover was a great suprise* I knew there *4 be? two*bodies, but I did’ 
. expect more heads*-, t heard that tape you remeber* . ’ • 4s for. recovering, 

considering everything you might say I am on the virge of a fast recovery* 1# last 
issue was* though, the smallest in nearly 4 years* I think trying to translate 
from the Canadian sprained something**.and then in the,next long tape you sent, Ed 
Gox sang, No wonder I was trying to sell my Weird Tales after those tapes* Their 
brand of horror seems ludicrous now* . .. “ x

* ' ‘ ’• ' ' i ■ 7 . ' • 1 ’ \ "

By tiie way ^e, Why didh’t I get a tape from you today? ’ '
• •' " ’ " 1 ' - • 1 >’ ’ ' ’ ..i ;li.. . -i

This Mechette should make a fine SAPS member. He’s not only brave, but fool
hardy* Imagine someone Using Ed ^ox and Lee ^acobs as, his sponsors* How come? 
Didn’t he have the fare back to Windsor and was taking this- as'a method of getting 
himself deported? And why didn’t it wopkt,*, Where's McCarran, the FBI* In fact 
where's Nancy Share? “Been a month since I heard from her*.- • : ’
:; r - 5 •> h -

TTT Trailer #5 I wish to take exception to:your .stat eRent t’’S^aewhexe, in one of 
the last two or three SAPSmailings, somebody said, disillusioned- 

like, in their SAPSzine, that for one-shots, our .‘efforts had anun-ono-shotish 
overtones of coherency and theme,” . •• ; \ >> . ‘ 5 .y < f

• •’ ■ - ... tix*—- - . '

Actually what I aaidln OUTSIDES #0 west "TTT /fl Tt is rather a blow,to the 
rest of us that your oneJshots always turn out to be interegrated things with.a 
them* It was really-fine literature*” 47 ... ‘ ~ '

♦ ' ■ ‘ ; •' ’ ■ ’ ■ ‘ ... • • '■ 1 ; >" " \ .r, ' '

■ Actually though that-big word, “interegrated” may haye confused you, instead 
of a disillusioned statement, idiat I made was ,a statement of admiration and made 
it expressing the humbleness of those of us who cannot do an interegrated one-shot 
with a theme* Borrowed any good stf lately?

Tales Fuy .Fred I fear you have no stability*..first you put the sides of the en- 
velope,a half inch further .apart in one mailing and then do only one' - 

side of a single sheet of paper the next time* Now I got to see what you do this 
time* It s men like you that are making a bum prophet out of Art Rapp* Rather, 
have made* ■ ■ • . - . ,x.

• . - v ' • ■ . .
■ « .1 ' . ’ -

Old Age Was all set to read this until I noticed Weber had submitted it* So then 
I said, “Just one dang minute Ballard* If you read this you just encouju 

rve Weber.to keep sending in things like this instead of writing his pages of non* 
fiction, Weber does great mags when he write for SAPS, so try to discourage him 
on one hand and encourage him on the other hand*” Well in the upshot I was so busy 
keeping track of what,my hands were doing, I didn’t get time to read the story*

Hermoga Hoot People are always doing things for the Nonce, but who ever heard of 
the nonce doing anything in return? It is neither- hither nor thith

er or all that there sort of stuff*(OK Lee, I’ve started watching that, now i’ll j 
work on "Y'know*”) I still like nonces though, . , v , ’ ‘



I’migiving■a- striking show of ootonism, starting a stencil this time'o? 
night. Think it must be those new vitamin tablets^After finishing the last 
stencil I decided to do a tape to the Bill(Ballard in this case). Did so,-wrapped 
it, and then decided I felt like doing nothing more(well hardly nothing more) 
than cut another stencil,,.whoops first I better see if I remebered to turn off 
the taper,..J haddn’,^, Incedehtly* in that FATE tape, Mt, Qrennell, when cement
ing on my pprti,on. ramatke<r.that Ke had asked Ifr. -Rot^ler if we couldn’t use the 
coined word "voeb" mean a .Vcn^ of a TYPO, fhave a faint but guilty
feeling, there was,.pome'"connect ion "^ith his remebering ^et idea while dwelling 
on my contributions, .but jjt’stUl la a good wojj$ and one I heartily indorse!’

Maine-Iac ,XL2 Funny how,you can get away with such simple but effective covers, 
Don»t knoV If I’d like southern Calif, Ed, Here you write about 

the sizzling weather,.. Hostler (that's Rotslar, yeu know) (Kteic type joke> explain 
it someone else)had .tAken his1' shirt* off'..because of the heat on this tape,..and here 
we had zero weather, .Don't snicker ^oslet, I know, what kind of weather you had, 
but curs, was quite sufficient, ; ■ ■■■■ . ■ ' - :

. , j.' ., / ' " - ' - . .
No one will ever agairf Think of Stu as a members or former member of the etroit 

Science Fiction fandom. He's too untypical, and I don't beleive it, Thought that 
wait the fir simple, of th< DSFL, nothing serious, DSFL standed for Derision 
Sounds Far-Lovelier, irMechettei you arfen’t playing tbp game, t .

Yeah Ed,' what is with these high school kids nowdays,, pink., and lavender pants 
and long hair, Keeri >rs way back when I was going to schdbl.we Wore dungarees 
and maybe loud corderoy pants,,.apd not loud in color, but just noisy when you 
walked, I can remeber. several girls ’getting sent home because they wore slacks 
to school and then in revolt, the next day nearly every girl in high school(in the 
two upper classes, wore their hair in pig tailea and a pinafore. Then of course 
after I,-got out of school, during the war times the girls went hog wild and sloppy, 
but the boys still.stuck to masculine colors, at least. Here at leapt things have 
changed, except for some viciousness, most'high school kids don’t seem to have 
enough ambition to be juvenile delinquents^ ■ f. ,

Heard from several people you contemplated dropping from SATS,,,hope not Ed,

Xbib Remus was telling me about Tom Lehar, Sounds interesting enough, but is 
% - this,, great musci? Lyrics are*1, sort of, Anyone remember Abe Burrows?

Normandie Newsletter Shucks Lee, I still think the system I used in the ..poll was 
■ • about the best, and one that gave a very good picture*. As
I told you I tried correcting it(for my own information)!ater and even if I had 
slowed extra points for a first place, less for,second,, etc, the end results would 
have been the same, -with one exception© It is-easier to vote for three of five 
whom you consdier bast, than it is to pick a first-second and.third place. The 
best members will be mentioned most often anyway,,.and I still think, for example, 
a fellow who is picked as 5th best by 5 people-'is a better choice than one who, 
votes himself first, and gets a first plaqe vete from-a friend, Remeber once when 
some-manber was so hone rrljq she could not tell a lie and so voted herself first 
in nearly every calory?... ■“nd thereby took first place in the poll?

. ■ • - * V ■ 1 U t ■- •• • "■ ■

Brennschluss Nice cover Bob, but- you should have copyrited your. "Pillers of 
SAPS"idea, >■ i > ■ ' : „ •
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When mentioning ay school days in the Mainiacal comments, I went into a 
brief revery, thinking of the days I spent in school. Most ay schooling was in 
the Hillsboro, ND bp«oial .school, which had about 15b to 200 students in the eight 
grades and up to about 160 in High School. But the days I best remeber were the 
3rd and 4th grades in Ottsyille, Illinois* .

J Ottsville was a little village of about 8 or 9 houses, and the school was a 
little one room,affair with never more thak 20 students* Had ond teacher, a young 
married woman, rather good looking as I remeber, end can prove by pictures* A 
very good teacher I suspect, except on Mondays when she had a hang-over* Most of 

• /the time I liked her very much, but.on mondays I used to put nails against her car’s 
tires in hopes she’d get a flat tire. Sometimes I think I must have been an em- 
byro jivinile delinquent myself for I also remeber hailing the school house door 
shut, over.some unjist thing she did* Was a philosopher even at that early age*., 
if I hadit.coaming OK, but if net it was possible I mightyrebell in some way*

„ . he school itself was very old fashion..well since it was out of date even in
193? and 1934 it would have.to’be old fashion, but we had kerosene lamps with 
shiny reflectors for lighting, ‘'ater was gotten at a pump, and I suspect wt’used 
to pump a pail of water. every morning and drink from a.domraon dipper, though I ' 
don’t remeber that* .Herting was from a big old'stove at one corner of the room, 
and I remeber fainting one winter afternoon because I had to work my arithmetic 
on the besrd behind it..was a rather vague character in mapy ways and it never 
occurod to me to complain or ask to change* We did much of our writing on the 
black-board...that was depression days and getting paper and pencils might have 
constituted a high finance type outlay*

Yah there were two coal sheds outside, rather one coal shed and another shed 
filled with corn cobs, which were standard kindling in that place, ^he boys' used 
to take .turns bringing in coal and cobs, and usually we carried a sling shot, 
because every time you opened the cqb shed you got a Phot at a rat or two. «

The pluming, just like the old well was primative* A his and a hers, 
both about 50 feet from the school house, but on opposite sides* The older 
boys would write dirty sayings in the ’’hers" and the older girls would write 
dirty saying in the whis” It was quite educational*

The kids were a good bunch as a rule...ocoassionally a bit of bullying, but net 
bad and the spirit was mostly friendly. There was so much a disparity in the sizes 
when I was there that there could be no fighting, just bullying, and that was,as 
I said, rare* Funny, when I was thinking of the old school I felt bo nostalgic I 
could, in the words of Lloyd ipaugh, retch, but now it seems I can remeber few of 
the details* Guess I just happened to be the right age in a place that struck me 
as being near perfect for a kid.*.hills, woods, gravel bottom streams* •

> _ •

Yah nearly forgot the satorial notes. ^e used overalls most the time, and 
in fact all the time...no not dungerees, but bib overalls* In late spring and early 
fall we went to school IrrefoOte'd, and I suspect I*m the sole remnant of that 
vanished breed(barefoot school boys)in SAPS. 'Damned if I can raneber what the girls 
wore| but I can remeber some very bushy hair-does* ♦

Scholastically r think the school did alright* Since I was the only person in 
my class, I did almost all my subjects with the class or two ahead...all except 
spelling and arithmetic* As a result I was due to skip a grade vhfp we moved, but 
I’ve always been glad the North Dakota schoo* wouldn’t allow it* Ekwugh remembering.
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The Zed ^81 I cheated on the cover after reading the first two lines. I went > 

to the bottom and read it there. Hope I didn’t miss’anything.
Nice not poetry and an excellent filk song, the Cos Wall especially. Hope we’ll 
get more from you next time Karen. I’m inclined to feel SAPS goes asthe OE 
goes, and when the OE isn’t more active SAPS suffers some. You did seem a bit 
ho-humnish this time you know.

STF trends #21 By Ghod Hickman, this is just too much* Here I let you use my 
picture on the cover of your SAPSzine and you don’t even tell who 

it is. Last favor you’ll get from me until you’ve made up for it. And don’t 
say you’ve never gotten any favors from me, I^m too peeVed to accept any reason
able arguements, You think it was easy to hold 800 lbs. over my head and then 
not get credit for it? Liked the rest of the zine though, anyway.

Just got the mail a short time ago, and in it, along from an issue of Stupifying 
Stories from Ehey, was my long awaited 3 3/4 ips conversion kit. So naturally 
I played around with it again...tried it out and then found how I sounded as a 
soprano and then a basso profundo. No I better explain, the 3 3/4 conversion kit 
was for my tape recorder and not a do-it-youself kit from Denmark. * inally I 
got out the record player, and people,, you’ve never lived until you’ve heard a 45 
rpm version of The Hap y Wanderer played at 156rpm. OK, , so now Ifgot the conversion 
kit.r*and yesterday I sri t out two tapes at ?§• ips because I didn t want to hold 
them until I got that kit. llad held them long enough the way it. was. $o now I 
can record at 3 3/4 and 7 1/2 ips. ?nd know something, Ipve a hunch i can rig up 
to play at 15 ips...no, don ttiink I 11 try, since 74 gets everything my machine 
will put on tape. Wish they’d sent it COD or else.sent a bill so I knew how much 
I’m going to be stabbed. Nice having credit though, especially when you didn’t 
ask for it. '

SAPSTYFB Still saying the sane old thing Ray...wish we’d see moreJof your own 
writing. To be very very honest, often I don*t read anything in your 

zines except the material you do your self... or, that of any other SAPS members. 
Man though, some of this stuff in your zine has genuine historic interest, I had 
something in that zine Harry Strunk put out...‘but who else has heard from harry in 
the last 5 years? Then you have Kroll and Grossman art which is at least 6 years 
old and that IJay Nelson cartoon,..think that is at least 6 years old. Ray, just 
how thick is your backlog of material- I remeber you cleaning me out when I was 
running the. NFFF Uss bureau in 1949, did you take over the Fantasy <lTtisans Mas 
bureau too? No I mean it, Igm just interested in lenowing.

Darn nice mailing comments Ray. Find myself unable to list the number of 
fan organizations I belong to for the reason Iftn not sure if some could be called 
genuine fan organizations. SAPS, FAPA and the ISFCC, of course, and maybe a 
couple other limited affairs. Don’t see how you can stay in 8 mundane pips a 
couple SF ajay organizations. I’m having,a hell of a time staying on top of my 
requirements in two, No not on top of the ajay requirements, they are easy enough 
to fill, but on top of my own personal requirements,

I’ve slept on it, sc rt of Ray, and while)I-think a saj>s get together and bull 
session would be fine at a convention, I don t quite seo having g display table, 
or any special'advertising of SAI’S...unless we can in that way raise some dough 
for the treasury. In that case I do suggest the members be-asked (ordered even if 
the OE can get away with it)to send 10 or 15 issues of his pre-con mag to someone 
who will pedUe then there ..and then send ? the dough gained to the OE and • •
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epend the other half on a riotoricus/for the SAPS present at the convention* Ha/ 
better.nake that more than 15 copies. In fact that is my,platform*..sell mailings 
at the convention to help'finance .the SAPS treasury and also .pay for a SAPS party. 
Even though I’m not going, I’ll support that move. 'V '

• •’ .■ •• ' '• ’ ' V ' ' -.U .J. • b,

Attention! ATT ENT ION J J , \ . S 4 1 D A H S K'T I 0 Nil 1 .

Ihis is a .political announcement of some import. I hereby state I am running 
for the presidency of SAPS on a write-in bellot* here has never'been a’ President 
of SAPS,* but there is nothing against it, especially since we do have vice
presidents who have considerable power.

Therefor I feel it within my*rights to bo a’presidential, candidate' and-ask that 
ny name be written into the ballot for that office. Arid if half of the people 
voting give me their isupporfy I feel I will be justified In considering myself 
President of -SA^,..a job'which. J richly deserve beba^se^I thought up this idea 
in the first place. . . : ’ ."’.A " , ' '

One thing abeut ray rurihing, well ft might help get out the vote. If you want 
to vote against, me, well the only way to df it is .vote for the ,0E but don t write 
in a vote for m* as President, if you don’t vote and. I^m made president', you’ll 
only get what you deserve. A A. . * . ' .

. - • • • ■■ . . . .. .. , ■. ...

as a President .. ' . ' ... \ ‘ . .? , • . „ ... .► 7 '
•; A • • . ’ ‘ \ ‘ - • * * ■ ' . ’ ' ■■ • p. ••• • ■ ■ • '•

If elected I promire to have a sine in every mailing. Do regular mailing com
ments, and also do my best to straighten out and inform mislead fapa and bi-apan 
members whf do not understand SAPS. I will not use my power-to any bad end. Tn • 
fact I won t even have any power, and will merely support the OE or vice-presidents, 
or*at least the side that appears to be winning. .
«. V ' 7 *.*/'•■* • . " . — ' ■• ' \ • » , * . r ' ' ; ’ J . ■ r

SAPS does not have enough officers and needs one more. / • t

* Remeber, a vote for Ballard will be foolish, but fun.

. v ■ , -0- —O— -0-■ A*' '. - ■ ■ * ■ . ■ - ’ ■ ’ ’ • ■ t: '■ ‘

By the way, I don*t know if'you’ve noticed, but this issue of OUTSIDERS is a 
trifle more informal than usual. Not sure I’ll follow this format from now on, * 
and to be very truthful I hadn’t intended to"change from the old standard format. 
OUT always was a semi-formal zine. But this issue is just being done as tie mood 
strikes me, and if I get the mood to explore an occassional blind alley, I just 
take off in that direction. forking myself out of a slugp, and this seems the best 
way I can do it, Can't force hay mind, just got to band it a little, ^s nicely 
warped now, and I should start on. SAPSzlnes again, though I m not sure what they’ll 
be, except called OUTSIDERS.But/it'ip very possible any resemblense between them 
and the old OUTSIDERS, .will be,fragmentary. I prefered the old OUT, I admit that, 
but a man does what he can and piously hopes for better ' ’

; • '■ ■ ; ' —0—■ —0— ■ . ■ ••
■ *•’ ' ' 77 • < O"' • . / ■ ." • • .

Ju^t \ibat, mby J ask is youf'opinion of bulls?



By $hod it was a beautifuls days work you Toronto fans did* Bad enough that 
Lee dropped out of FAPA, but he also gave up his tape recorder and will, I suppose 
drop out of SjAPS too* Here you’ve'undermined one of the pillers of SAPS, of " 
FAP A and of FATE in‘one foul swoop, just by talking up the Virtues of a'Sports 
ears Almost loused up my enjoyment of the last FAPA mailing completely, for I 
road his page on the 00 first* Dawggono i^ all^, £ rue the day you sent a tqpe 
to Leo* Now I can only-hope he will stay‘ th SAPS,»*and get d-new taper soon* 
Or at least, borrow one so I dan make ferocious noises at him* ? “ <(

Foo, must be excited, forgot to put a pliofilm over the stencil and am chopp
ing it to shrends* ‘ J . ' • .

■ ./■ '■ ‘ /jx >
. • - ■ , •' .' R •' ' <’ •/' . » « • ’ ' '

Sapqyehc #4 Same enjoyable comments as always, bb and as £sual I have trouble 
commenting on the mag* This time it is more.because you caught me at 

the end of ray comments, and after getting news that Lee ,is dropping out of much 
of fandom, and several others.arc dropping out of SAPfi* I’m^npt‘exactly feeling 
low, but Igni feeling kind.of like Irtd feel if I was feeding; low* OK, say I’m 
fooling low with a reason* B cwt dos this is Thanksgiving and I just finished eating 
and lets fac** it boy, a full stomach crowds my brains*’

Bob, I did only one hecto’d issue'that was illustrated, though most my early 
issues did have several hccto’d illos* Most the early mimco’d issues; T hann* 
Some day, if I can fore q*my self to let go such treasures, I might lend you-sbmc of 
my file copies, that is ff.j^ think them worth/the postage it would cost to . 
send them'brfck* Think I sty.1 have 'my hoc ter arid some unused hocfzv films around, 
but.‘who would do.,’a hepto’d .cover?- Not mc» ’• 1 . ‘ '
• ■ ■ : \ ■

Liked your comments on hoaxes* Have been some excellent.ones*? A“fcw sad 
oncs(mostly when Tucker $Aod)and a great mahy that just don’t strike deep enough 
to make thorn worth whil$ to general fandom* Good perhaps in a limited circle,- ' 
but meaningless to most* Aside from the Hoffman hoax, I liked was the, hmm, 
what was it called, the Convention by Invitation deal Shapiro, Elsberry1 and Boggs 
thought up* Of course too many people know about it for it to be a true hoax, 
but several were caught* ’ I romebcr cooperating to the point of not writing any 
letters, rather not sending or dating any letters on the days it was supposed to 
take place* Must be getting very old lately, am nostalgic all over the place*

Can’t toll you who the Masked Marvel is Bob, but-1 can tell you it nearly was 
NanJ^haro, only she turned out to bo d tob wide-awake & wary person# You know 
it is shocking" how distrustful she isc Let up, know how- any silk-screen experiments 
turn out#**lct us know with full descriptions* * ; . '

.. . .. . .. . . . ■ ■ ■ »

Collector Funny thing about.chess* For a while a person can be nuts about it, 
play for hours any time he gets a chance, and then all ofJs suddeh lose 

all interest in it© Same thing with cribbaga# Used to like to play cribbagg, 
played it by the hour and than last*times ! played, well.it was just a- game and 
onc'with not too much to it* Suspect nqiidayc I8d not even enjoy playing Mon
opoly* You must be the 1 bnopply age Devqro***Jacobs and I wore talking about the 
game a few tapes back, and it secqs the 1935-1941 period of teen agers did"all 
play monopoly* As I fei ember if, I was a lousy businessman surrounded by slickers, 
perhaps why I got in to farming* ' - ' . ’

Don’t know if it was the liquor laws being lax, but the way I figure it, back 
then it was so hard to get money for drinking they just figured anyone who could 
wangle a buck for a pint had enough adult initiative to hands his liquor* Until 
2 Waft'20 they never asked ray age and only • • jaan*.though they asked several 
times after I wn.: 210

well.it
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Days later Howie, but I hone you didn’t get tired of waiting. Got a card from 

your boo-in* companion yesterday, and Alger said, "Sold an article to American 
Rifleman. Only $50* but guess it makes me a dirty old proH,(Wish I could also 
become a member of the great unvreshed. $50 is 20 extended play tapes. Dream on 
little people.

Sorry Howie, but I*m not in the market for Blue Books, especially since one 
Walter A Cosiet stopped here over night and vanished. the next morning along with ' 
all but 20 odd issues of my Blue Book collection. But don’t jump to conclusions, 
I had helped load them into his car. By the time we were through, the fenders 
nearly scraped the ground. You think I^m kidding? “os tell him if iCm kidding.

Agthing A Aggie, I 11 be damned if I can do justice to this mag. 3omeday I»ll 
have to have my picture taken while reading your sines and send it 

to you and let you judge for yourself whether Im enjoying it, or whether I’ve got 
a harmonica stuck crossways in my mouth. As a hint maybe I should tell you I 
don’t play a harmonica. Ag for Alligators, if Toth can take an alligaotor 
named Albert, why do you have anything against one named Agnes? It wasn’t eVen an 
alligator. Just a turtle named Agnes* ,

Jaese do I hate stencils and cutting them and mimeographs and empty mailboxes. 
Oops, didn’t have an e; <ty lail box today, got a bill for the Conversion unit for 
my tape recorder. Cane to less than I d expected, but I’m not negative enough to 
call that "good mail". Pardon Aggiej this has been a stream of conscious type 
fanzine* Don’t think it will happen again* but this issue it grows like Topsy. 
However that is. ..

' ■ • * .

"Met yourself cornicing down." •Some fanatic will try to do you, as the express
ion goes, in." ’’It must be dirty, it doesn’t make sence and everytime I don’t 
understand a song it turns out to be dirty." “hod, a female Al ^oth. Hurray 
for our side?

Think 1811 close now on this. Liked it as you may guess, but I suspect even te 
you it would get monontonous to read one paragraph after another that says little 
besides I liked Agthing. Besides I got to go train for a 50 yard grovel. Might 
come in handy some time.

Nandu Liked this Nan, even with such a bhortage of your writing, bonder 
just a bit about those quotes. Do you just remeber then, or de you . 

read them and feel they fit some person or situation or what. They are so apt in 
many place, that is apt according to my translation, which of course may not be 
the onO you had intended. Mother thingsthose underlined parts. Were they 
originally in italics or emphasised in so. e way, or is the underlining your 
way of stressing the special point you intenid for that special circumstance?

Liked the art work too...fitted very well and you might even say was symbolic. 
What though, does that girraffe represent? If someone is being insulted I want 
to know who it is.

Hn seem to have run down on this too. it excellent gal and did enjoy
it and suspect not being able to write more is more a fault of present mood than 
it being a case of nothing more to t^rite about. Was reading Nandu before doing 
chores, preparatory to writing the comments and did think’of much I wanted to say, 
but it didn’t survive the struggle with a blizzard. &rry. Nice day, dropped 23 
degrees(from 33° to 10°)in three hours this afternoon. Still going down Maybe 
I’ll get this issue done in time yet, though December approaches over the edge.




